Air Grangers
N EXT M EETING A UGUST 11 2008, AT 7:00 P.M . .
Keep thy airspeed up, less the earth come from below and smite thee.— William Kershner

July 14, 2008

was the date of our
last meeting. We were missing a few
members but it was still a good
meeting. Members talked among
themselves until 7:25 when the
minutes were read and approved. Glenn
talked about homebuilts and also about
Jim Bede and the BD line of airplanes.
Gary talked about the month he had
had since the last meeting and
discussed a book on Corvair engines
with Frances and other members
joining in the discussion. Frances and
Gary also discussed the Pine Mountain
airport and about a fuel farm being put
in and being ready sometime in August.
Don talked about bad weather at the
Huntsville and Pensacola Beach
airshow, and also about the upcoming
Dayton airshow. David brought in a
vertical stabilizer he’d built for his
project. He also discussed brake work,
and working at a hanger. Glenn also
talked about his project. A brief
discussion followed about different
grass air strips and their challenges

The pancake breakfast

in July went well.
We were missing two members, one of which usually does the chapter photography, so no pictures
this month. It was a cloudy and hazy day with a low
turnout but we did have a Cessna 172 fly in toward
the end with four people. From all reports, it was a
good breakfast anyway and everything went well.
For those who don’t come out to the breakfast,
you’re really missing a great time on a Saturday
morning. Early in the morning, the air is still and
it’s still cool; the air hasn’t had a chance to heat up
yet during the summer months. Saturday morning
at the airport is the place to be when the weather is
nice. Our next breakfast is only about a week. Don’t
miss the opportunity to be there and be part of a
great chapter event.

Speaking of electric planes, be sure to read the article on page 2.

There’s no such thing as UFOs . . .

The upcoming pancake breakfast was
brought up and Jimmy and Don said
they wouldn't be there because of being
in Dayton. Glenn shared a story next
about flying into Jacksonville for the
Gator Bowl with intoxicated
passengers. An FAA official was there
doing ramp checks and one of
passengers offered the man a drink.
It was a good meeting all in all and it
adjourned about 8:20.

This newsletter needs
your input! Email your

ideas, comments, and suggestions to eaa1350@eaa1350.com.

A copilot is a knothead until he spots opposite
direction traffic at 12 o'clock, after which he's a
goof-off for not seeing it sooner.

Don’t forget
to check our
bulletin board
in the FBO.

A Little Stuff from Oshkosh
Battery-Powered Plane Made Its
Debut at the AirVenture Show
A small electric airplane, the ElectraFlyer C, made its
first debut at the AirVenture show in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, last week.

Don Neuberg, a member of EAA
1350, found these photos from
Oshkosh on the web and shared
them with another member

Boeing Dreamlifter Showcased at Oshkosh

The ElectraFlyer C received its airworthiness certificate in April, featuring a 5.6 kWh lithium battery with
a projected 1,000 cycles. The battery has a max weight
of 78 pounds and can be custom-built. It provides juice
for a motor driving 45-inch superlight PowerFin propeller made of a foam core surrounded by an outer
shell of carbon fiber and glass fabric.
The ElectraFlyer C has a cruising speed of 70 miles
per hour and has a top speed of 90 mph. The plane can
fly for 90 to 120 minutes before the battery needs recharging. Low-bat? Just plug the battery into a 110V
outlet at home and you’re good to go for more than six
hours or plug it into a 220V and you’re flying again in
two hours.
Electric Aircraft Corporation staff said the ElectraFlyer C has great benefits, such as the silent motor,
which is beneficial to pilots meaning no earplugs and
brings the potential for flying into new sites. There’s
also a dramatic improvement in the engine. The plane
also emits less pollution and overhauls are done in a
jiffy. The ElectraFlyer C’s propeller combined with the
motor, the flight is practically vibration free. The economic benefit is the most compelling, since refueling
the plane with a full charge of the battery will cost a
whopping sixty cents.
Article courtesy of http://community.warplanes.com/category/blog-

Line Up of DC-3s and C-47s

P-51s Lined Up in Night Shot

In Case You Missed it — —
British couple wed strapped to wings of airplanes
Raphael G. Satter (Associated Press Writer)
From Associated Press
August 05, 2008 6:30 PM EDT
LONDON - It was Katie and Darren's wedding day and they were in the clouds - strapped to
the top of biplanes reciting vows 1,000 feet above the earth. Katie Hodgson, 23, took to the
skies Tuesday in a full bridal gown on the top wing of red-and-white plane operated by Team
Guinot, a group of stunt pilots.
Groom Darren McWalters, 24, flew by her side on an identical plane, while Rev. George Bringham - flying ahead of the couple - married them over an airborne communications system.
Sky News television footage of the ceremony showed the bride's dressed fluttering wildly in
foul weather as the three shouted to make themselves heard over the din of the aircraft.
"I ask you therefore, will you love her, honor and keep her and be faithful to her so long as you
both shall live?" Bringham yelled.
"I will!" McWalters yelled back.
The airplanes sent out trails of white smoke as the couple belted out their vows about 1,000
feet above the ground. Special microphones relayed the ceremony to Rendcomb Airfield near
the English city of Cirencester - 90 miles west of London - where the wedding guests were
waiting. Wind and rain eventually cut the flight short, but the couple said they had a blast.
Hodgson said that as a girl she never would have imagined she would wed on the wing of an
airplane.
"As I got older I became more adventurous," she said, before adding: "I bring the adventurous
side out of Darren - he used to be scared of heights."
McWalters told Sky: "We are a bit crazy together ... so we wanted something that suited."

Speaking of Flying on an Airplane Wing:
Wing walking made it’s debut after WWI and is still alive and well in the aviation world. It is
still a big part of the airshow circle, with one of the major performers being Jenny Forsythe.
Jenny has performed all over the United States. From her website (www.jennyforsythe.com) Jenny started tagging along with a relative, and his wingwalker, Jon Falkner, in 2002. She
spent a couple years learning the ropes of the airshow business as a grunt for their team. When
Jon retired at the end of the 2003 season, Jenny became the replacement as the team wingwalker. While preparations began that fall, training commenced in Spring of 2004 and Jenny
performed in her first airshow in Tazewell, VA in August of 2004.
Since then, Jenny has become increasingly more involved in wingwalking and in the airshow
business. Her airshow career continued to blossom throughout 2007 and now includes performing with a variety of wingwalking teams, doing crew work for other airshow services (e.g., Pacific
Prowler, Continental Air Show Productions), and creating websites for airshow performers.
(continued on next page)

In 2005, she performed on a Stearman,, becoming the first wing walker to perform professionally on both a monoplane and a biplane (and in the same season). She is also a highly educated
individual, and is a scientist with degrees in Chemistry and Geology and has worked in labs at
both Los Alamos National Laboratory and the University of Notre Dame. Jenny can now be
seen flying (or riding on the wing) with Walt Pierce for American Barnstormer —
www.americanbarnstormer.net. Her next appearance in this area will be October 18-19 at the
Boshears Skyfest, in Augusta, GA.

Jenny performs on top of an
ultralite at the Thunder in the
Valley airshow in Columbus,
Georgia, March 18, 2007

Jenny wing walks on top of a
Stearman at Vidalia April 26-08
underneath an overcast sky

Jenny flying with the
Double Trouble team in 2008
Photo courtesy of www.jennyforsythe.com

The bare truth: Don’t Fly Naked
By Kristy Hemp
"There I was in a pop attack in the F-16 on a low altitude military training route (MTR) in South Carolina. As I rolled in on the target, I encountered a light aircraft directly in my flight path and within a few
seconds of collision. I immediately knocked off the attack and aggressively maneuvered the jet to prevent
a collision. We were both legal," tells U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Ned Linch, an F-16 and RV-4 pilot and
safety officer for the 12th Air Force in Tucson, Arizona.
Linch flew his RV-4 to the Oshkosh 2007 air show to promote www.SeeAndAvoid.org. He distributed
bumper stickers that said "Don’t Fly Naked." "It’s an attention-getter as well as making a statement
that you should always consider military airspace when planning your flights," says Linch. "If not, then
you’re flying without adequate preparation, basically naked."
While both aircraft in Finch’s story were legal, it may not have been the safest thing to do. However,
Finch explains that there are ways to navigate special use airspace (SUA) safely and even fly through
the airspace as we share the skies safely with the military.
The military operating airspace (MOA) that some pilots leaving AirVenture to the west may encounter is
Volk Field. Volk Field is directly west of Oshkosh in central Wisconsin (see picture). Civilian aircraft frequently fly east/west along Interstate 90/94 to the south of Volk Field, and east/west along highway 21
north of Volk. Military aircraft conduct high speed, high performance maneuvers in the SUA surrounding Volk Field. Both military and civilian pilots must remain vigilant and ensure they "see and avoid" at
all times.
F-16 aircraft also frequently conduct "simulated flameout approaches" at Volk Field. These simulated
engine-out approaches normally begin from 9,500 feet mean seal level (MSL) or below. The aircraft execute a spiraling turn within 5 nautical miles of Volk Field at a high angle of attack. When conducting
successive approaches, the aircraft execute near-vertical climb back to 9,500 MSL.

Military Operations Areas (MOAs in blue) and low-level training routes (red)
are depicted, along with other flight planning data, at www.seeandavoid.org.
Military pilots are not thinking about looking for traffic in an MOA. "In a fighter, the ‘fangs’ are out as
the pilot goes in for the kill, in a military trainer the pilot is concentrating on flying a perfect maneuver,
and a bomber crew is striving to hit the target on time," Finch explains. "Many times these pilots’ vision
(continued on next page)

is focused on one thing, especially at high Gs, and clearing the flight path for traffic is secondary to the
mission."
Some general aviation pilots may assume most military aircraft have radar or are in contact with air
traffic control (ATC). Once aircraft are in the confines of the MOA, they may not be monitoring a reliable
ATC frequency or they might be operating too low and/or out of range of the ATC transmitter.
There are several reasons you might fly through SUAs such as emergency, fuel, and weather. Convenience is not a good reason. If you must transit through, try to cheat toward the edges and clear/scan toward
the center. If you see a military aircraft, look for more, they fly in formation. Air-to-air engagement is typically
5,000 feet above ground level, so go low. Make sure to squawk, turn your lights and strobes on, and communicate.
GPS moving map displays are great navigation tools, but they have increased the number of incursions
in SUAs because more and more pilots are flying direct to their destination without properly flightplanning the route. Many times pilots fly right through MOAs without situational awareness.
Flight planning is the foundation for avoiding a mid-air collision. It’s common to plan the shortest or
most fuel-efficient route, but you should consider a third option, the safest route for passage through
MOAs or SUAs. Here are some flight-planning tips to increase your awareness of military SUA.
Use www.AeroPlanner.com, a free flight-planning website.
Visit the www.SeeAndAvoid.org website for detailed information on all MOAs and SUAs throughout the
United States.
Check military websites for info on its mid-air collision avoidance (MACA) programs.
We’ve reached the end of another memorable AirVenture, and it’s time to fly home. As important as
weather, knowing where military operational flying areas are and how to avoid that airspace is crucial to
a safe flight. So DON’T FLY NAKED!
Ned Lynch is an Air Force pilot and a former resident of LaGrange, Georgia

Article can be found at http://www.airventure.org/2008/8sun3/flight_planning.html

Two of our members, Jimmy Robinson and Don Neuberg, recently went to Dayton, Ohio for the
Dayton airshow. Look for an upcoming article submitted by them in AutoPilot magazine.
A few photographs taken by them:

Water or a sports drink
Bartley J. Ward
Summer is here, bringing months of fun and sun. Although the warmer weather is a welcome change
after winter and spring, the threat of heat comes with it. We can feel the effects of higher temperatures
anywhere, from normal operations at home base to worldwide contingency operations. Counteracting
heat-induced effects is essential for a military unit to sustain operations-especially flying. There is no
doubt hydration is one of the keys to success in combating this danger, but what's the best way to accomplish it? In the past, the answer was easy: drink water. However, this has changed because now we have
scientifically engineered sports drinks. So, the question must be asked: "What works best for hydration,
water or a sports drink?"
Pilots regularly encounter heat and the effects of dehydration it causes on their bodies. The dangers of
dehydration are caused by its insidious and relatively quick onset. The effects are very subtle because we
are exposed to them often without realizing it, and they can occur in as little as 50 minutes of outdoor
activity in a hot climate. (1) The common physiological symptoms of dehydration are thirst, fatigue, irritability and impaired mental focus. These symptoms may seem mundane because some individuals experience them every day, and the extent of impairment varies from person to person.
So, how does this directly apply to flying operations? Consider what a pilot goes through between briefing and takeoff for a mid-day sortie in July. For this general example, a step time of one hour is used. At
step time, the pilot shows at the squadron ops desk dressed to fly with all his gear. The pilot then steps
to the flightline after receiving the step brief from the squadron Top-3. Ten minutes after step time, the
pilot arrives to the assigned aircraft's parking spot. These ten minutes can occur mainly in an airconditioned environment and may not impact the flyer physiologically. Arriving at the aircraft, the pilot
reviews the forms and performs a walk-around for 10 to 15 minutes. Upon entering the (warm) cockpit,
the pilot spends 15 minutes running ground ops then taxis 15 to 20 minutes before takeoff. The cockpit
will not cool to an environmentally neutral temperature until just before takeoff. An environmentally
neutral temperature causes limited dehydration in a static individual through sweating (usually 65-75
degrees Fahrenheit). Taking this example into consideration, a pilot about to launch for a sortie has been
exposed to a hot environment (greater than 90 degrees Fahrenheit) for close to 40 minutes. This means
noticeably degraded mental and physical performance caused by dehydration could occur within the first
30 minutes of flight. Dehydration will likely occur sooner because this example assumes the pilot to have
optimal hydration at step. This doesn't take into account the morning coffee (or several), and caffeinated
beverages throughout the day.
Dehydration is defined in terms of percent loss in body weight of sweat (greater than three percent).
Slight dehydration, one to two percent loss in body weight, is enough to cause a negative impact on human performance. The effects of dehydration are difficult to detect, and the normal human thirst mechanism is too inefficient--the focus must switch to the cause of dehydration. Since we define dehydration in
terms of percent of body weight loss due to sweat, the amount of perspiration serves as a useful indicator
of how quickly we are dehydrating.
To apply this, use the example of the pilot above. During level-off, the pilot notices a higher than normal
sweat rate. Let's assume he is a moderate sweater-one liter per hour. In order to return to an optimal
hydration or at least his hydration level before stepping, the pilot would have to drink one liter of fluid.
The best fluid replacement technique requires consumption in evenly-spaced intervals. Therefore, the
pilot would drink eight ounces of fluid every 15 minutes to achieve the desired effect. Unfortunately, for
most pilots, taking a drink break every 15 minutes is not always possible. However, rehydration is still
achievable if the pilot uses the resources made available in life support. By using two green flasks, the
pilot would have approximately 24 ounces of fluid (1 liter) for rehydration. With one flask in each G-suit
pocket, the pilot could drink one on departure and the other after completing range work. This replaces

(continued on next page)

the fluid lost in the hour of sweating before getting airborne, but it does not take into account the sweat
lost during the sortie, which would require more fluids. It also raises another issue, not all sorties are
limited to one hour, and cockpits only have so much room to accommodate flasks and water bottles.
Hydration with water will combat dehydration. The water intake must equal the fluid lost sweating
during any activity. Unfortunately, water does have a few drawbacks. First, water is an excellent thirst
quencher despite being tasteless. At first look, this appears to be good, but if drinking only a small
amount of water makes an individual stop hydration, that person will have to rely on willpower alone to
continue drinking. This creates a problem if an individual needs to drink large amounts of water. Second, water does not replenish electrolytes, which directly relate to muscle fatigue. According to Chris
Carmichael, Lance Armstrong's training coach, this is not a problem for short duration physical activity
(i.e., a one hour sortie). (2) However, this does become a factor in longer duration sorties, say a pit-andgo day. In order to stay hydrated for a multi-sortie day, the pilot now has a cockpit full of water bottles
with little space to store all of them (not to mention the piddle packs this might cause). There must be a
better solution.
The best solution for combating dehydration relies upon the use of sports drinks. Scientifically engineered sports drinks are designed to improve physical performance by encouraging fluid intake and promoting rapid rehydration. (2) Sports drinks have a balance of taste, electrolytes and nutrients that enable an individual to rebound faster and better from the effects of dehydration than by just using plain
water. Sports drinks encourage fluid intake by being slightly sweetened with the presence of sodium. (1)
This combination is designed to taste best to a hot, sweaty and thirsty individual. The electrolytes and
nutrients in the sports drinks help reduce and prevent fatigue. In addition, sports drinks can achieve
hydration status with less than 100 percent of fluid replacement. According to Carmichael in his book,
Food for Fitness, performance will not improve any more by consuming more than 80 percent of fluids
lost, as long as 50 to 60 percent of replacement fluids are sports drinks. He also states this is only true
for sports drinks that include electrolytes and carbohydrates. This means that instead of carrying two
12-ounce flasks, one 20-ounce bottle would suffice in the above example. The ability to use less than a
one-to-one ratio of fluid lost allows pilots to stay hydrated longer on less fluid quantity, and helps with
limited cockpit space.
Dehydration is common for pilots and directly impacts the ability to perform operations, especially under stressful situations. We've depended on water for years, but improved products are available. Other
hydration options may prove more valuable. A hydration plan including sports drinks creates an effective way to keep pilots performing at their best.
References:
(1) Murray, Bob, PhD, FACSM. Preventing Dehydration: Sports Drinks or Water. Gatorade Sports Science Institute. HYPERLINK "http://www.gssiweb.com" http://www.gssiweb.com 6/03/05.
(2) Carmichael, C, et al. Food for Fitness, 1st edition. New York: Berkley Books, 2004.
CAPTAIN BARTLEY J. WARD
354 FS
Davis Monthan AFB, AZ
COPYRIGHT 2007 U.S. Air Force, Safety Agency
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The article above courtesy of Flying Safety magazine June 2007.

No decision was made at the last
meeting for any individual or group
of individuals to be responsible for
bringing food to the next meeting. So as they say in River City, Iowa, “You can eat your fill
of all the food you bring you bring yourself (from the play “The Music Man”).

On the Menu for the Meeting

The Aug. 11 meal will be supplied by everybody (sort of)
The food will be brought to the meeting or eaten before the meeting by each member,
and whatever each member decides to have for himself. However, if anybody else
wants to bring anything, feel free to bring it. At the next meeting, we need to get back
on track for future menus. Let’s talk about it and decide who will bring the main
course for the September meeting and what members will be bringing the sides items.

Coming Up!
Know of any events coming up? Don’t just tell someone, email it to eaa1350@eaa1350.com
8-11-08

EAA 1350 meeting

7:00 LaGrange Airport

LaGrange, GA

8-16-08

EAA 1350 pancake breakfast

8:00—10:30 LaGrange Airport

LaGrange, GA

8-23-08

Pancake Breakfast

8:00—10:00 KLHW Wright Army Airfield
Fort Stewart (Hinesville), GA

9-06-08

EAA 690 pancake breakfast

9-12,14-08 North Georgia Trans. Expo

8:00—10:00 LZU Briscoe Field Lawrencville,GA
Richard D. Russell Airport

Rome, GA

Our Members:
David Barrett —

david@eaa1350.com

Gary Brossett —

gary@eaa1350.com

Gardiner Mason —

gardiner@eaa1350.com

Glenn Morrow —

glenn@eaa1350.com

Don Neuberg —

don@eaa1350.com

Francis O’Shea —

francis@eaa1350.com

Steve Phillabaum —

steve@eaa1350.com

Jimmy Robinson —

jimmy@eaa1350.com

Dan Serrato—

dan@eaa1350.com

Jim Waggoner —

jim@eaa1350.com

Don’t forget, we have a chapter online bulletin board at Yahoo Groups. If you have anything to share,

NEXT MEETING WILL BE AUG. 11, 2008 AT 7:00 P.M.

INVITE SOMEONE TO
THE NEXT MEETING! LET
THEM KNOW WHAT
THEY ARE MISSING!

